Domain Management Services
We focus on managing your domain names so you can focus on your business

“It takes twenty years to build a reputation and five minutes
to ruin it. If you think about that, you’ll do things differently.”
- Warren Buffet
A domain portfolio is the cornerstone of each brand’s
reputation online. It requires constant attention and careful
management to truly enhance its value and strength online.
Unfortunately, managing domain portfolios can be time
consuming and challenging. The dynamic nature of the
internet and the domain industry force companies to
constantly adapt to new trends and face emerging threats to
their brand.
Maximize your portfolio and control your brand, worldwide
Webnames Corporate Services provides corporations and
legal professionals with tools that enable easy, efficient and
cost-effective management of corporation domain portfolios.
Powerful and intuitive domain registration services allow for
quick and efficient management of domain names – from
registrations and renewals, to acquisitions and consolidations.
With Webnames, we focus on domain names to ensure the
integrity and strength of each client’s portfolio online.

Webnames Service Highlights
Cost-effective domain management
Enterprise-class systems enable you to
register, renew and defend domain names
from anywhere, at any time.
Data-driven domain strategies
In-depth strategies tailored to your needs
provide the insights needed to make
targeted registrations, acquisitions and
renewals to maximize your portfolio’s
value.
Proactive Portfolio Reviews and Audits
Enhance your portfolio’s strength by
capitalizing on opportunities and quickly
pinpointing any gaps.
Robust Privacy and Security Measures
Prevent unauthorized access with robust
security measures that effectively keep
private data, confidential and domain
names locked down.
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Domain Portfolio Security

Corporate Domain Registrar Services

Defending your brand goes beyond defensive registrations of
domain names and Webnames defends it from both external
and internal threats. Using IP address based two-factor
authentication and security mechanisms, we lock each domain
name down at the registrar and registry levels to secure your
intellectual properties.

Webnames is a full-service corporate
domain registrar and offers a
comprehensive range of services:

New gTLD Services
As one of the world’s leading domain experts, Webnames
helps identify, acquire and defend domain names critical to
your brand. With a rapidly expanding list of new gTLDs, the
world’s most successful and largest corporations trust
Webnames to help them navigate this complex change.
Dedicated Account Management
With over 15 years of experience, Webnames meticulously
manages each account to deliver an exceptional level of
service to provide the expertise of a dedicated account
manager and round-the-clock domain portfolio management.

Registrations, Renewals and Transfers
IP Address Based Two-Tactor
Authentication
Domain Portfolio Management
New gTLD Services
Trademark Clearinghouse Services
Domain Protected Marks List
Domain Security Locks
Domain Acquisition and Brokerage
Enterprise DNS Hosting and
Management
SSL Certificates
Canada's Fortune 500 Companies and
largest companies trust Webnames to
manage their domain portfolio online.
Let us help you defend your brand today.

Flexible Billing Solutions
Every corporation has unique needs and Webnames offers a
range of financial services. From flexible billing options to
portfolio forecasting, Webnames accommodates the needs of
corporations.
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